
Complete the summary using the words below: 

____________ were the earliest way to create a copy of a technical drawing. The process involved

placing a technical drawing on tracing paper over specially treated chemical paper, and leaving it

exposed in ____________. Since then, computers and printers have made it easier to create copies

of technical drawings. A building design must also consider the ____________ that the building is

built of. It is important to limit the amount of waste and reduce the impact of the building on the

environment. ____________ can lead to soil erosion, which causes rivers to silt up. ____________ and

drilling can lead to loss of habitat for local wildlife, cause noise and light pollution, and water

run-off can pollute water sources which harms both wildlife and humans. In order to reduce the

carbon footprint of a building, designers consider the 6 Rs: Reduce, Rethink, ____________,

____________, ____________ and Recycle. As well as environmental considerations, designers must

take account of their ____________ for a project (economic considerations) and also consider other

____________ issues, such as a fair wage for workers. 

Student Recap

sunlight      repair       materials     mining      ethical    refuse     blueprints      deforestation     budget        Reuse 

If you would like to know
more about building design
and resource choices, you
can look at the following

resources:

Topic Media Format How To Find It

Make a 2D and 3D 
technical drawing of 

your home
https://planner5d.com/Online Free App

Architecture that 
repairs itself?

10 buildings showing 
the Future of 
Architecture

https://ideas.ted.com/gallery-
10-buildings-showing-the-

future-of-architecture/

Image Gallery

https://www.ted.com/talks/rachel_armstrong_
architecture_that_repairs_itself/transcript?referrer=

playlist-sustainability_by_design#t-23029

TED talk



During the session, you designed a building for Oxford Outdoors, and you selected the resources your building will be made from.

Now, you need to select a company to provide your resources and build your education centre. 

You have been provided with the details of two building companies: Cheap ‘n’ Cheerful and People First. People First has a fair-trade policy,
whereas Cheap ‘n’ Cheerful does not.

Further Thoughts

A fair wage is paid to all workers 
The conditions that workers work in are safe, and this is regularly assessed 
Any required safety equipment is provided, and workers are encouraged to wear this
Toxic chemicals that may harm workers are substituted for alternatives wherever possible
Child labour or sweatshops (a place where workers have long hours or harsh conditions) are not permitted

Fair trade means that a fair wage is paid to all workers involved in the building process, and they have
good, safe working conditions too. Fair trade states that:

Cheap ‘n’ Cheerful will build your building as requested, for the price you have already 
calculated. People First will charge 10 % more, to accommodate their fair-trade policy.

Cheap ‘n’ Cheerful policy. Cost of building built by People First.
(This is the cost you calculated during the workshop) (This is the cost you calculated during the workshop, plus 10% extra)

£ £
Select the company you would choose to build your education centre, and explain why.
Include a discussion of the pros and cons of using each company to build your centre.


